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Event Details
When:

Discover America: Conquering the US
Marketplace

Wednesday 18th Mar 2020 |
09:00-17:00

Description

Sevenoaks, Kent

Where:

Cost:

The US is the world’s largest consumer market and
Britain’s largest single export market making it a
fascinating and diverse place for UK exporters.
Do you want to give your business the best chance to succeed in the
US? Join the Department for International Trade to gain essential
knowledge and learn how to introduce your business to the US Market.

Event Contact:
tradeevents@newable.co.uk

Apply here

Receive practical advice on how to get started and streamline your
operations, including market research, planning and legal aspects which
you will need to be ready for when exporting.
The US Market
The US has the largest, most competitive and technologically advanced
economy in the world. Strategic positioning and a well-informed
expansion strategy are vital to help businesses unlock a competitive
advantage. Attend this much anticipated event to explore how your
business can break into the US successfully.

Why should you attend?
Hear thought provoking insight from market and business experts
Understand the practical side of exporting to the US
Discover what is needed to make a successful strategic expansion
Hear real-world advice from companies that made it big in the US
Hear from International Trade Advisers on how the Department for
International Trade (DIT) can help your business launch and expand
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in the US

Newable Events
Featured Speaker

‹
Allyson Stewart-Allen
Founder - International Marketing Partners.
A Californian based in Europe for over 30 years,
Allyson applies her extensive international
consulting experience, MBA education with Dr.
Peter Drucker and languages to the company she
founded, International Marketing Partners.
Renowned international educator, advisor,
author and speaker
Appeared on BBC’s The Apprentice and
CNBC’s The Business Class
Author of best-selling book Working with
Americans
4-year slot for Sky News as The Muse of
Marketing
Appeared on The Global Peter Drucker Forum,
The Conference Board and Financial Times
Board Directors Programme
Advised 200+ businesses in 26 countries,
including; Aegis, BAE Systems, Burberry,
Cadbury, Coach, HSBC, Lufthansa, NBC
Universal, SAB Miller and Shell and serves as a
Board member of the Chartered Institute of
Marketing.

›
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Network for
Growth

Mar

When: 13 Mar 2020
08:30-10:00
Where: Central London
**Full Address
provided upon
registration**

Who is this event for?
This event is part funded by the European Regional Development Fund.
As a result, a range of data points must be collected to assess your
company's eligibility.
Companies must:
Be small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) according to the
European SME definition
Be based in one of the regions covered by the funding ERDF
Programmes*: Kent and parts of East Sussex - please see full
details below*
Be registered in the UK
Not be "Undertaking in Difficulty" - please see the definition here
Have not received more than €200,000 in public funds over the
last 3 fiscal years

What's next?
Places are limited to two delegates per company.
To submit your application for this free event in Sevenoaks on 18 March,
simply click the Apply here button on this page.
Only a limited number of places are available - we highly recommend
applying quickly to secure your place.

Contact us!
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